INTRODUCTION
In the quest to achieve an overall general formation of numerical schemes that combine the multivalued features of linear multistep methods along with the multistage features of Runge-Kutta methods, Butcher [1] introduced the general linear methods. In general linear methods the multistage features of Runge-Kutta schemes are linked with the perception of passing more values in-between steps. Almost Runge-Kutta (ARK) methods are a special type of general linear methods whose properties closely resemble those of explicit Runge-Kutta methods. They were introduced by Butcher [2] for the purpose of preserving the multi-stage character of Runge-Kutta scheme as well as passing many values between steps, thereby giving the method a multi-value character [3] . They general ARK method takes the form: The coefficients of the method are chosen in a careful way to ensure the simple stability properties of Runge-Kutta methods are retained.
In this research we will concentrate on methods where is strictly lower triangular, and hence the method is explicit. The general form of an explicit ARK method is In this paper, we seek to derive two explicit ARK methods of orders four and five with four and five stages respectively (i.e.,methods with and ).
METHODS

Derivation of ARK4
The general fourth order four stages scheme is given as : Combining (7) and (10) We have 3 free parameters designated as , and . Thus, After obtaining the remaining elements of we obtain the following ARK5 scheme. 
Convergence Analysis of ARK4
The matrix of the ARK4 scheme of (26)must have bounded power for the method to be stable. Thus
The characteristic polynomial of is And the eigenvalues are found to be . By Cayley-Hamilton theorem,
This implies that
Similarly, , for every greater than 2; it implies is bounded and thus the method is stable. The method is equally consistent since it is of order ; hence its convergence.
Convergence Analysis of ARK5
The matrix of ARK5 scheme (53) is
The eigenvalues of (59) calculated to be 1, 0, and 0. By Cayley-Hamilton theorem the characteristic equation is This implies that . Similarly, implies implies , for every greater than 2; it implies is bounded and thus the method is stable. The ARK5 method is also consistent since it is of order . Therefore it is convergent.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The following problems are solved with the derived schemes.
This problem is found in [4] . Problem 2:
This problem is found in [3] and [5] .
This problem is found in [6] .
Problem 1, 2 and 3 solved using the derived schemes (ARK4 and ARK5). The results are compared with methods of appropriate orders derived by [3] , [5] and [7] . The results are presented as follows. In Tables 1 and 2 , the proposed ARK4 method displayed lesser errors than the methods of [3] and [5] .
In Tables 3 and 5 , the proposed ARK5 method displayed lesser errors than the methods of [7] and [5] .
The results of Tables 1 -4 revealed that the proposed Almost Runge-Kutta methods of orders 4 and 5 exhibit negligible errors in relation to the exact solutions. They also performed better than the corresponding existing methods they are compared to by exhibiting lesser errors.
CONCLUSION
By the foregoing, it is instructive that the proposed Almost Runge-Kutta methods of orders 4 and 5 do not only exhibit efficiency and reliability, as evident by their respective inconsequential errors in relation to the exact solutions, but also perform better than the existing methods.
